Knowledge representation and data mining for biological imaging.
Biological and pharmaceutical research relies heavily on microscopically imaging cell populations for understanding their structure and function. Much work has been done on automated analysis of biological images, but image analysis tools are generally focused only on extracting quantitative information for validating a particular hypothesis. Images contain much more information than is normally required for testing individual hypotheses. The lack of symbolic knowledge representation schemes for representing semantic image information and the absence of knowledge mining tools are the biggest obstacles in utilizing the full information content of these images. In this paper we first present a graph-based scheme for integrated representation of semantic biological knowledge contained in cellular images acquired in spatial, spectral, and temporal dimensions. We then present a spatio-temporal knowledge mining framework for extracting non-trivial and previously unknown association rules from image data sets. This mechanism can change the role of biological imaging from a tool used to validate hypotheses to one used for automatically generating new hypotheses. Results for an apoptosis screen are also presented.